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Alkymi+Althub partner to help clients take data from unstructured to market ready. 

Alkymi, the creator of the Data Action Layer that empowers businesses to unlock value from 
their unstructured data, has teamed up with Althub, a data refinement platform that 
transforms structured data into actionable insights for investors and corporate users.   
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As a sample of their partnership, the two firms helped accelerate School Improvement 

Partnership’s (SIP) data journey into the investment market.   SIP leverages Alkymi data 
extraction and verification to accelerate its data collection on over 6,600 plus charter schools.  
SIP uses Althub to accelerate its data ingestion, sorting and distribution for its SIP Database, 
which contains financial, academic and operating metrics on charter schools - and charter 
school borrowers - throughout the country.     “Both firms really helped our development as the 
first digitized, transparent data source on charter schools and charter management 
organizations in the country.  Alkymi has cut our data ingestion time-frame by 50%, and AltHub 
has been a masterful quarterback in monetization of the SIP Database through the financial 
markets and beyond.   We appreciate the efforts of both of these firms to help the backend data 
collection all the way to monetization,”  said Alan Wohlstetter, SIP President. 

A client can leverage Alkymi’s Data Action Layer platform to turn their unstructured data assets 
locked in PDFs, emails, scans, and other files to fuel accelerated business outcomes by enabling 
instant analysis and actions.     

With Alkymi’s strong data action layer, Althub can assist that same client by transforming that 
structured data into actionable investment data products.   Althub utilizes machine learning to 
test various investment use-cases, generates signals and verifies the insight of the data.  Finally, 
the platform helps with delivery and marketing. 



 

“Your unstructured data is there and waiting.  Now you can take action and via this partnership 
with Althub move your unstructured data all the way into new revenue streams for your 
business” said Harald Collet, CEO of Alkymi. 

“We are excited by this partnership which allows a client to leverage two technologies in one 
seamless path from unstructured data to actionable data products they can sell in the market.   
This opens up a wealth of data monetization strategies for companies across industries”  said 
Scott Hall, CEO of Althub. 

About Alkymi 

Alkymi is building the Data Action Layer and transforming enterprise workflows by placing 
machine learning and automation technology into the hands of business users, turning 
operational data headaches into a source of efficiency. Alkymi's core products – Data Inbox and 
Patterns Studio – allow businesses to extract, analyze and take action on critical business data 
in emails and documents. Leading organizations deploy Alkymi to accelerate decision-making, 
improve customer satisfaction and empower employees to focus on higher value, more 
rewarding work. For additional information, visit www.alkymi.io. 

About Althub: 

Althub is a global data transformation platform focused on helping companies across all 
industries refine and deliver insights from their data to investors and corporate users. Althub’s 
platform is the first full data optimization, verification and delivery solution in the Alternative 
Data Market. Leveraging a global team and award-winning platform, Althub accelerates the 
monetization of your data.  

About School Improvement Partnership: 

School Improvement Partnership focuses on data transparency in the charter school bond 
sector.  The School Improvement Partnership Database provides financial, academic and 
operating data metrics for every charter school – and every charter school borrower – in the 
country.  The financial data includes 78 data points that are normalized across accounting 
standards and are continually updated.  As Dissemination Agent, School Improvement 
Partnership currently performs annual and quarterly reporting on over $1 billion of charter 
school bonds, leveraging the SIP Database to make compliance easier for charter school 
borrowers.   


